
Collaboration & Treffen Total

Velocity

Unlearn

less structure

learnabout yourself

new topics

about the others

in Treffen Total we are individuals  who open up 
for others

(dot) & (_)

questionmark

friendship hanging around

sharing ressources

availability

enough diversity in modes of working together

togetherness # collaboration

skill transfer (gift economy)

Inspiration

How we build trust?

Treffen Total is a social place

political tool?

there is no leader

less stress

time off (not producing)

Constructive process. How?

Focus vs. Defocusing (making empty space in the 
brain possible)

Horizontality (no hierarchy)

You should not have a vision for the whole group

autonomy

Tryouts

process orientated not product orientated

Treffen Total is generous

working within the existing structure of the 
institution

How can a collaborative project look like?

Each person willing to be part of and contribute to 
the group

GET # infiltrated! # used! # aroused!

Education (moving classes)

it is about learning and unlearning together. It is 
not about producing art

Continuity vs. constant emerging of new ideas

creating conditions to meet the other

Canging Formats for the sake of preserving 
awareness and freshness

challenging and changing the frames/strategies to 
meet the other (Ex. improvising, reading, writing, 
observing the work of others)

encounter and learn from alien positions

Hosting each other works "Gastfreundschaft"

freedom vs. duties

free encounters

NETWORK

build up connections with people for future 
collaborations

try to be not disappointed if things don`t go the 
way you want them

we are not a collective

self organisation

In treffen total we do not vote

Treffen total should not be about achieving an 
union, agreeing, being one

How we keep our unique being at the ONE?....

How can/does a collaborative practice influence a 
specific content /theme?

build up a continuity of TTs in order to understand 
through time what TT produces

constantly question /challange modes of working 
(together/ alone)

Rhizomatic structure

inclusion exclusion

treffen total takes the challenge of collaborative 
decision making

group needs to act not only talk

multitude of opinions

group needs to think /talk/reflect more in the 
group

find the sparkle in a theme to see if it has any 
depth

transparency

methods of meeting & facilitating & formats

Devising formats of working structure

the white wall as a communication tool

Next to the white wall we need a description of 
each project


